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Abstract—We describe the design and deployment of Many Eyes, a public web site where users may upload data, create interactive visualizations, and carry on discussions. The goal of the site is to support collaboration around visualizations at a large scale by fostering a social style of data analysis in which visualizations not only serve as a discovery tool for individuals but also as a medium to spur discussion among users. To support this goal, the site includes novel mechanisms for end-user creation of visualizations and asynchronous collaboration around those visualizations. In addition to describing these technologies, we provide a preliminary report on the activity of our users.
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1 INTRODUCTION

When visualization researchers talk about scaling, we usually mean handling large data sets. We seek ways to draw huge graphs, explore high dimensional spaces, and display databases with billions of rows. In this paper, however, we consider an alternate perspective: Instead of scaling the size of the data, what happens when we scale the size of the audience?

This perspective is suggested by the rise of the Web as a visualization platform. Recent years have witnessed internet-based visualizations ranging from political art projects (e.g. Theyrule [25]) to New York Times stories (Faces of the Dead [16]). These displays are seen by thousands and it is natural to ask what new opportunities arise when visualizations move to an environment where vast crowds of people can create, view and discuss them. Not only are interactive visualizations a key medium for communication in a data-rich world, but preliminary reports hint that visualizations potentially have a catalytic effect on storytelling [26] and collective data analysis [28].

Unfortunately there are two main roadblocks to overcome before visualization has a chance to fulfill this potential. First, the creation and publishing of interactive visualizations remains accessible only to specialists. While frameworks such as Flash and Processing ease development, they do not help non-programmers. End user tools for sophisticated visualizations such as Tableau [23] and Spotfire [21] still require expertise, installation and training. Furthermore, none supports easy publishing to the public web. A non-developer blogger who wishes to write about an interesting data set, for instance, is currently limited to static charts.

Even if that hypothetical blogger manages to publish an interactive visualization, a second challenge remains: how can readers discuss it? Web-based visualization has obvious social and collaborative potential, but without special technology it can be hard to have a discussion around a visualization. If one person sees something interesting, for instance, how can they point it out to others? Systems that do explicitly support collaboration, e.g., DEVise [14], Spotfire [21], and the Command Post of the Future [20], have been aimed at scientists and other experts operating in a closed intranet or military environment. The open Web is a very different environment: the designers of the Command Post of the Future likely did not want to encourage public discussion about the discoveries its users made.

This paper describes a public web site, Many Eyes, that addresses the challenges of end user construction and the unique environment of open web-based collaboration.

1.1 Related Work—asynchronous collaborative visualization

There is a large body of work on collaboration in visualization systems [2][14][20][27]. Long-standing research has explored techniques for collocated collaboration (e.g., large displays and shared workspaces) and synchronous distance work (e.g., real-time shared visual exploration environments). However, less research...
attention has been devoted to asynchronous collaboration around visualizations or to the questions that arise in mass-audience visualizations.

Sense.us [12] is probably the research project that comes closest in spirit to Many Eyes. It is a web-based prototype that supports commenting and annotations on visualizations of US Census data. The system provides mechanisms for facilitating view sharing, threaded discussion across views, and the construction of tours and presentations. Unlike Many Eyes, Sense.us was pre-populated with six visualizations; users could not contribute new data sets or create new visualizations. The system was deployed on a corporate intranet, as opposed to the public web and was designed to explore issues of discussion and annotation rather than content collection and creation around visualization. With a small number of visualizations produced by the site administrator and its presence in corporate environment, Sense.us felt very different from Many Eyes, which contains thousands of visualizations and data sets contributed by users, spanning a wide array of serious and non-serious themes.

A number of commercial systems have begun to explore the idea of asynchronous communication around data. Several web sites (e.g., Dataplace [9], Data360 [8], Swivel [22], DabbleDB [7] and Chartall [5]) allow users to upload and graph data. Swivel, Data360, and Chartall allow users to make comments: Swivel especially seems to aim at scaling to a large audience, styling itself as “YouTube for data”. All of these rely on static standard business graphics, however, and so do not tackle issues of state bookmarking and end-user construction that arise in the context of sophisticated interactive visualizations.

DEVise [14] is an early exploration into the benefits of sharable visualizations. It offers both customizable visual mappings and sharable views, as well as basic annotation functionality. Although designed to run in a browser it was not designed to be publicly accessible and most of its visualizations were relatively static.

The commercial Spotfire [21] system does feature sophisticated visualizations and includes a product called DecisionSite Posters, a web-based system that enables users to create bookmarks and comments attached to specific views of a visualization. While impressive, the “posters” are essentially an adjunct to the main desktop Spotfire application. Because this product is aimed at intranet usage by expert analysts, it does not explore the design issues involved in scaling to mass audiences on the public web.

2 A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE MANY EYES SITE

Many Eyes is roughly modeled on well-known participatory sites such as Flickr [10] and YouTube [30]. The central activities on the site are to upload data, construct visualizations, and leave comments on either data sets or visualizations. Each of these activities is described in detail in subsequent sections.

To navigate the continuously growing collections of visualizations, data sets, and comments, the site contains “browsing” pages that display recent contributions. The data set browsing page, for instance, shows a table with the latest data sets to have been uploaded to the site. The table also displays metadata about each data set: keywords ("tags"), source, the contributor’s username, size in bytes and number of rows, date of contribution and links to existing visualizations with that data set (Fig 1).

The browse pages are not the only navigational aids. Every day the home page prominently features four visualizations that are chosen by the designers of the site and typically reflect newsworthy events or good models of visualization usage. For users who are interested in a specific topic, we provide a simple text based search function for both data sets and visualizations.

All visualizations and data sets on Many Eyes have an attached discussion forum where users can share textual comments and links to other webpages (Fig. 4). Since all content on Many Eyes resides at a fixed URL, users can also easily link to other visualizations on the site from both inside and outside Many Eyes.

After the site launched in January 2007, it was featured in several prominent blogs as well as some mainstream media outlets. This publicity has provided a steady stream of visitors to the site.

3 DATA

Data is at the root of all activity on Many Eyes. Although we seeded the site with a few data sets and visualizations, most of the content is contributed by ordinary users, who upload data sets, discuss them, create visualizations from the data, and then discuss those visualizations.

The fact that users can upload their own data offers a number of potential benefits. The benefits to individuals are clear, since they can visualize their own data. One might also hope for a collective benefit: a user might upload one set of data, and then another user could augment it by uploading additional, related information. Finally, from the point of view of research, this is a unique opportunity to understand user demand: what types of data do people really want to visualize?

Gaining these benefits, however, means balancing complex and conflicting constraints on the design. The fact that data is uploaded to the site by end users means that the data model needs to be easily understandable, with a format that is appropriate for non-programmers. At the same time, the format needs to be flexible enough to express the data structures used by visualizations such as treemaps and graph layout algorithms.

In addition to constraints on the data model, we face constraints on changes to data. Data sets and their visualizations are subjects of discussion so that comments and annotations may go stale if the underlying data is edited. A second difficulty is that the kind of data “reshaping” that is often necessary in preparing a data set for visualization can be difficult to explain to lay users without the visual context.

3.1 The data model

The core data model used by Many Eyes is a table: that is, a set of named columns, each of the same length. Each column has a type, which currently can be either text or numeric. The site also supports data that comes in the form of unstructured text, i.e., a sequence of characters, equivalent to a Java String or a CLOB (“character large object”) in a relational database.

Each data set, whether a table or unstructured text, is associated with a collection of metadata. Some metadata, such as a (required) title, the source of the data and a paragraph-length description is provided by the user. Other metadata is automatically set by the system, such as creation date and author. Datasets are currently stored on our servers in plain text format, a set-up that has proven to be efficient and simple.

3.2 Uploading data

Users upload data via an HTML form. The form contains a text area where the user can paste in a data set. The data can either be freeform text, in which case it is interpreted as unstructured data, or a tab-delimited grid, in which case it is interpreted as a table. We chose to use tabs as delimiters because it allows users to simply copy and paste from Microsoft Excel or Open Office.

In the case of tabular data, the system makes a guess about whether each column is numeric or textual, using heuristics that account for currency symbols and the difference between US or European punctuation. In the event that the system makes a mistake, the user may override the automatic type choice.

As in the visualization-creation step, described later, user education is an important consideration: after all, many users will not have experience in preparing data so that it is understandable by others. The user is encouraged to provide as much metadata as possible and we include a prominent reminder to label units. Our “help” page describes not just the technical details of the data format, but a section on the “elements of data style” that guides users in creating data that will be comprehensible by others.
A key decision was whether to require registration for users to upload data to the site. Registration is a significant barrier to entry, so on its face it would seem to work against our desire to reach a broad audience. For two reasons, however, we decided to require registration. First, we wanted to provide a slight barrier to entry to prevent frivolous or malicious data uploads. Second, during the registration process we could require explicit agreement to certain legal terms.

Finally, users can navigate the collection of data sets in a variety of ways: a standard search box; use of keywords or “tags”; and a list that can be ordered by upload data, contributor, and other meta data.

3.3 Working with data

Each data set that is uploaded to the site is given its own page. This page contains metadata, a snippet of the data set, and a discussion forum on which users can talk about the information. We also provide a link to the original version of the data in plain text form. At the bottom of the data page is a button that starts the process of matching the data with a visualization (see section 4.2) as well as a set of small icons that indicate which methods have been used to visualize the data already.

As mentioned above, Many Eyes currently does not allow any direct editing of the data sets: each is immutable. The reason is that editing data could invalidate any visualizations created from the data set as well as comments made on those visualizations. This was a difficult decision to make; however, since users clearly would benefit from being able to edit data: not only have we received numerous requests for this feature, but we have seen users upload many separate versions of a file as they correct errors. We do currently allow users to delete their own data sets if no visualizations have been made from them.

3.4 Related work—data representation

Several online data storage services aimed at end users exist already. Two examples are Intuit’s Quickbase [18] and DabbleDB [7]. Quickbase uses simple tables, much like Many Eyes, but with a somewhat richer set of types. DabbleDB is more akin to a database and also offers basic visualization features. As mentioned in the introduction, several other social data analysis sites have appeared contemporaneously with Many Eyes, including Data360, Swivel, and Chartall. All using similar tabular formats, although none allow the kind of data reshaping described in Section 4.

Why have these sites converged on this solution? One answer is that all want to exploit the vast amount of data stored in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. Furthermore, tables are simple and well-understood by end users.

Two alternatives that we considered were to expose a standard relational database model or an OLAP data cube. While this would make it easy to extend Many Eyes to interface with standard data stores (as with Spotfire or Tableau) it seemed unlikely to appeal to end users. Unfortunately, even the ability to use simplified systems such as Microsoft Access is quite rare. Similarly, we judged data cubes to be beyond the knowledge of a typical user: The closest thing to a data cube that most people have encountered is a Microsoft Excel pivot table, and informal discussions with potential users uncovered a lack of understanding of (even outright hostility toward) this tool.

A similar problem exists with semi-structured data models based on XML. Although flexible and friendly to developers, an XML-based model seemed likely to be a barrier for nonprogrammers. For example we asked a professor who regularly teaches introductory statistics if she thought importing XML-formatted data would be important to Many Eyes; her answer was, “What’s XML?”

4 Visualization components

Many Eyes relies on a pure web-based model in order to reach the largest possible audience. While visualizations have existed on the web for more than a decade, these have been constructed offline and then separately published to the web. On Many Eyes, however, visualizations can be constructed and published by users without ever leaving the browser. Although a browser-based environment imposes some constraints, it is critical to the goal of scaling our audience.

The visualization technology in Many Eyes consists of a set of individual components that represent different display techniques. To create a visualization, a user combines a component with a data set, in a manner described below. Once created, the visualization is given its own home page, which also contains metadata, a link to the original data set, and an area for discussion. Each page carries a prominent link to a compact description that explains the visualization technique being used, what its data requirements are and in what cases it can best be applied. Explanation pages may also contain “expert notes,” which usually address some of the subtleties of using a specific technique over another—for example, when one should use a bar chart over a line graph.

4.1.1 Bubble charts

One of the most common types of real world data is simply a list of labeled numbers. Movie titles and box office grosses, for instance, or basketball players and salaries. Such lists are often easily displayed via standard bar charts or histograms, but these methods can run into trouble for highly skewed power-law distributions. To address this difficulty, we included a “bubble chart” which represents items by labelled circles, whose areas are proportional to the displayed quantity. These charts effectively perform a visual square-root transform.

4.1.2 Stack graph for categories

Many time series have a hierarchical structure: the history of the United States federal budget, for example, can be recursively subdivided into various departmental levels: defense overall, atomic weapons, and so forth. To display this type of data, we included a “stack graph for categories” visualization, based on the
To the left of the graph is a tree control that follows the hierarchical structure of the time series. Clicking on elements in the tree control filters the stack graph to show only time series at that level of hierarchy. The icon representing each hierarchy level is a tiny “sparkline” graph that provides a preview of what the user will see upon clicking. This helps new users understand how the control works, as well as providing an overview of the individual series.

4.1.4 Tag clouds
Since one of the types of data that users frequently uploaded were word counts, we decided to include a visualization that would take unstructured text as input. Tag clouds can quickly give the user an overview of the most salient terms in a large corpus of text. We implemented a number of improvements over the standard tag cloud applets. One of these is the ability to measure the frequency of two word tags in the text. The other includes the ability to dynamically filter the tag cloud by entering query strings in a text box. We found tag clouds attracting a whole new set of users, whose interest is primarily in textual data instead of numbers.

4.2 Visual mapping
A visualization is created by matching a dataset with a visualization component. Of course not all visualizations display the same type of input data. A treemap, for example, requires a number of textual columns to define its hierarchy and two numerical columns that map to size and color. On the other hand, a basic scatterplot requires two numerical columns (one for each axis), an optional numerical column that specifies the size of each dot and a textual column for the labels. A single datafile might be used to drive both visualizations, offering different perspectives on the data (Figure 3). To set up this mapping, the visualization components need to be able to express its data needs in a precise manner. In Many Eyes, a component’s data needs are expressed in a schema specified by the
Currently we support 5 different slot types:

- **Unstructured slots** ($U$): flat unstructured text
- **Numeric slots** ($N$): a single column of numeric data.
- **Textual slots** ($T$): a single column of textual data.
- **Multiple numeric slots** ($N^+$): one or more columns of numeric data.
- **Multiple textual slots** ($T^+$): one or more columns of textual data.

Using these 5 basic slot types we can express the data needs for each visualization component. Hierarchies on the data can be expressed as an ordered set of textual columns, where each row in the set describes the path from the top of the hierarchy to the leaf item. We can then express the schemas of a treemap and a scatterplot in the following manner, respectively: \{hierarchy : $T^+$, size : $N$, color : $N$\} and \{Xaxis : $N$, Yaxis : $N$, label : $T$, Dotsize : $N$\}.

Slots can be made optional, so that no mapping is necessary for a visualization to be complete. For example, our scatterplot includes an optional slot for dot size, while the slots for x- and y-axes are required. The challenge in matching up a visualization technique with a dataset is to map the correct columns in the data table to a visualization on the fly. This offers a fast way to browse through different dimensions in the data.

4.3 End User Data Manipulation

One option is to allow the actual viewers of the final visualization to select two columns to display on the x and y axes from the collection of all possible columns. The user interface for these selections is generated automatically from the mapping. For each slot where multiple columns might be a valid match we generate a drop down box below the visualization (see Fig. 3). However, depending on the visualization technique it might be very well possible that not every selection in the drop down box will produce meaningful visualization results. Take the world map as an example: it requires a text column as input for the location slot (typically this contains the country name), but if we have multiple text columns in the data, generally only one will produce a meaningful result. In this case the selection has to be done by the person creating the initial visualization, after which it cannot be changed by viewers. The choice between end user selection and creator selection is specified by the visualization programmer for each slot.

4.3.1 Contextual Data Transformation

The ability to change mapping of columns to visual attributes is not the only data manipulation option we included. As described in Section 3, there are many types of data transformation or reshaping that users may need to perform. In many data acquisition pipelines these transformations occur in a separate stage. Due to our end-user audience we have opted for contextual data transformation, that is, we let users perform all such transformation in the context of creating a visualization, so that they may easily see and understand the results of their actions.

For example, in several visualization components it may make sense to transpose the rows and columns of the input data table. Rather than asking the user to perform this operation before starting to visualize their data, a “Flip rows/columns” button is made available whenever the column types permit the operation.

In some cases it might also be useful for the end user to be able to reorder the columns that were fed into a multiple column slot (i.e. $N^+$ or $T^+$). For example, multiple textual columns can define a hierarchy on items, but the user might want to reorder them to get different orders of aggregation. We designed a widget that allows users to reorder column names by drag and drop, again, changing the visualization on the fly (see leftmost sample in Figure 3).

A more subtle type of manipulation relates to rolling up data sets. In early trials it became clear that users expected a certain kind of automatic aggregation. For example, imagine a bar chart of basketball salaries, where the columns in the underlying data set are player name, position, and salary. When the label slot was set to player, the bar chart yields—as expected—a chart of individual player salaries. However, when the label slot was set to position test users indicated that they expected the bars for each position to be aggregated, preferably by averaging. Interestingly, users did not always expect averaging. In some bar charts they wanted summation rather than averaging. In pie charts—which are designed to show relative totals—it seemed that aggregation should always occur by summation. And in a scatterplot, users did not expect any aggregation! To handle these expectations, we created a set of

### Table 1: Available Visualization Types in Many Eyes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Data schema</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bubblechart</td>
<td>{Labels / item names : T, Values : N}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histogram</td>
<td>{Label : T, Values : N}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pie Chart</td>
<td>{Axis labels : T, Values : N^+}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>{From : T, To : T}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag Cloud</td>
<td>{Hierarchy : T^+, Values : N^+}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar chart</td>
<td>{From : T, To : T}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line graph</td>
<td>{Xaxis : N, Yaxis : N, Label : T, Dotsize : N}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network diagram</td>
<td>{Hierarchy : T^+, Values : N^+}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scatterplot</td>
<td>{Hierarchy : T^+, Size : N, Color : N}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack graph/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>categories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treemap</td>
<td>{Hierarchy : T^+, Size : N, Color : N}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag Cloud</td>
<td>{U}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
aggregation widgets with customizable default actions for the different visualization components.

One last example of data normalization relates to the maps. While U.S. state names are fairly standardized, names of countries can appear in many different ways: e.g., “Democratic People's Republic of Korea” “Korea, People’s Republic,” or simply “North Korea.” When one of our map components does not recognize a name, it uses a simple distance measure to suggest a likely match, while allowing users to override this match as necessary.

4.4 Related work—end user construction of visualizations

Visualization component models that include a notion of mapping table columns to visual attributes are not new—in fact they may be better characterized as a known best practice in the field. At the simplest level, Microsoft Excel generates graphs by letting users select columns that feed into business charts. The well-known work of [15], parameterized the different visual encodings in visualizations, using them to automatically choose a meaningful visual representation for a given dataset. Some frameworks [19][14] completely parameterize the visualizations and map directly between a data tuple and the shape and position of its representation on screen. More flexible end user desktop visualization applications include Spotfire [21] and Tableau [23], which both offer advanced data mapping paradigms. Many Eyes may be most similar to the systems of [17] and [24] that provide a number of commonly used visualizations with predefined slots and map data tuples to slots.

Where Many Eyes differs from existing end-user visualization systems is the pure web-based interaction and publishing model, which makes visualization construction tools immediately available to millions of people with internet access. While Spotfire allows the publishing of “posters,” these must be created with the desktop application and represent a subset of the desktop functionality. In addition, the contextual data transformation approach distinguishes Many Eyes from systems that include a separate data reshaping stage. Finally, the palette of visualization components and their design reflects the need to provide instant utility to users on a broad range of data sets.

5 SOCIAL FEATURES

So far we have concentrated on the constraints of an open web platform, and described the tradeoffs necessary to meet them. In this section we discuss some of collaborative features that exploit the opportunities of an open web deployment. In particular, we describe how we allow users to engage their collective intelligence, by pointing to items of interest, sharing insights, asking questions, and monitoring activity on items of interest.

Previous systems have explored such capabilities, but as we discuss below the web provides a unique social environment. One important distinction is that communication around visualizations can potentially occur both on and off site. Thus, users should not be restricted to discussing Many Eyes visualization only on the site. For this reason, it became important to provide points of entrance to discussions that were external to the site itself—for instance on blogs or in forums.

5.1 On-site communication

The main communication feature in Many Eyes is the textual comment. Comments exist in the context of specific visualizations and data sets. As users interact with a visualization, they can enter comments very much in the same way comments are entered into a blog. The same is true of data sets; each data set has a page where comments may be entered. The other communication features, described next in this section, are anchored in textual comments. In a sense, comments are the medium for all communication that happens on the site.

5.1.1 User Identity

Another crucial aspect of community oriented web sites is user identity. In order for a community to evolve over time, people need to be able to interact with each other with a minimum of persistent identity so that they may recognize each other and build up on previous interactions. On Many Eyes, a user’s identity is directly related to their activity history. By registering to enter the site, users create persistent handles that become part of their identity. Each registered user has a page that lists all of their contributions to the site: uploaded data sets, created visualizations, and comments. The page serves two purposes: it allows users to keep track of their activity in a single place and, at the same time, the accumulated history functions as an identity marker on Many Eyes. By looking at another user’s page, one can quickly get a sense of their interests.

One of the challenging aspects of sharing insights in the context of asynchronous, interactive visualizations is establishing common ground [6]. Different users need to be able to point out specific items of interest. Many Eyes supports common ground creation with two features: visualization bookmarks and visualization annotation. Whereas bookmarks allow users to capture the state of a visualization, annotation enables users to highlight specific items within a particular state of a visualization.

5.1.2 Visualization annotations and bookmarks

An interactive visualization may have hundreds of states and, a lot of times, when users wish to talk about points of interest, they may want to refer to a specific view of that visualization—defined by the settings of filtering, navigation, and parameters of visual encoding. Thus, capturing state information is essential for communication in an environment like Many Eyes. To this end we utilize a simple URL bookmarking mechanism that points back to particular views of the visualization. This approach to state sharing is common in other systems as well [12].

Every time a user creates a visualization on Many Eyes, its default view becomes a new bookmark in the system. Additionally, users have the option of including a “snapshot” of the visualization state every time they contribute a comment. Each snapshot is a new, unique URL that captures the state of the visualization at the time the comment was made. This allows users to both easily link to different views on a visualization from their comments as well as easy outside linking to visualizations on Many Eyes.

A lot of times however, users may also need to highlight specific items within a given state of a visualization—i.e. within a given bookmark. Many Eyes supports this activity by allowing users to include graphical annotations in the comments they make.

Annotations take various forms in different visualizations types—for instance, a selection in a scatterplot looks different from a selection in a stacked graph. At the same time, it is important for visualizations across the site to share, as much as possible, a consistent visual language. In building this shared visual language, we have carefully controlled elements such as color—all visualizations share the same color palette—typography, and animated transitions. Item selection is another area where Many Eyes keeps consistency through color and active resuse of simple highlighting mechanisms across visualizations. Users are allowed to make multiple item selections (using either the “shift” or the “control” keys on the keyboard) in every visualization. We used a common highlighting color in all visualizations with the exception of the piechart, in which case selected slices are detached from the chart.

In some cases, the highlighting capabilities on Many Eyes serve additional purposes. For example, in the pie and bubble charts, selecting multiple items enables users to find the total sum of values of all selected items as well as the percentage represented by this group of points. On the network diagram, in addition to highlighting items for discussion, selection helps clarify structural details of the graph. Because highlighting a node also highlights its edges, it becomes easier to grasp the neighborhood structure of a node that otherwise might be obscured by other elements in the graph.
As discussed above, Swivel and Data360 allow users to upload, share and discuss their own datasets with other users. Dataplace [9] is a similar site allowing users to obtain and visualize basic populations statistics on different areas in the US, but does not allow users to upload their own data. The main difference between Many Eyes and these products is that, instead of providing static business graphics, Many Eyes offers a number of interactive visualizations of user’s data. This interactivity allows users to drill down into details, view the data from different perspectives and generally makes the visualizations fun to use. The importance of the latter should not be overlooked by a site that targets the average internet user.

In terms of interactivity, Spotfire [21] and, to a lesser extent, Devise [14] also offer interactive visualizations that can be shared among users of the same application. However, Many Eyes lives on the web, where the potential audience for a visualization is greater by multiple orders of magnitude and visualizations can be linked into any online document using hyperlinks. We think that the combination of the enormous amount of collaboration infrastructure available on the web (think of blogs, forums, wiki’s and RSS feeds for example) and a webservice like Many Eyes where users can upload, visualize and share their own data brings opens new doors for communication centered visualization.

6 Evaluation & Early Usage

How have our design decisions worked out in practice? This section provides a short overview of activity on the site, although it is hard to capture the full range of activity.

In the first two months of the site’s life it has received about 400,000 non-robot page views, divided into 100,000 user sessions, and has gathered 1463 registered users. Users have uploaded roughly 2,100 data sets, created 1,700 visualizations, and made about 450 comments. Of the comments, about 90% have occurred on visualizations rather than data sets. This latter fact may indicate that the visualizations do have a catalyzing effect on conversation, especially given that there are more data sets than visualizations.

All of the visualization techniques have been used at least 25 times. The relative proportions (excluding visualizations created by members of our lab) are shown in Table 2. It is interesting to note that the top four visualization types are the non-standard ones. It is unclear whether this indicates an appetite for complex, experimental visualizations, or simply that people who wish to make bar charts have other options.

Table 2 Usage Statistics for the Different Visualization Types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visualization Component</th>
<th>Percentage of use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bubble chart</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Diagram</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag Cloud</td>
<td>11 (on site for only one month)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treemaps</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar Chart</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Graph</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Map</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scatterplot</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US State Map</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack Graph for Categories</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Histogram</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack Graph</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pie Chart</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over 42% of registered Many Eyes users have uploaded at least one data set and 29% have created at least one visualization. Of those that uploaded data sets, 63% provided a source for the data and 40% also provided an URL for the data source. This level of data referencing is shockingly high considering that users are not required to provide sources for the data they contribute to the site.

One of the most distinctive aspects of Many Eyes is that it exists as part of the web ecosystem. In fact, we think the Internet has two
distinct characteristics that make it uniquely suited as a platform for discussion and discovery. Firstly, its massive scale means that there is always another person out there that shares your interests. This makes it easier to attain the critical mass needed for a discussion site. Secondly, the ability to easily link different information together avoids this mass being fragmented over disconnected sites and allows users to relatively easily adapt different types of tools for their personal use. As an example exemplifying both of these properties, one particular user created a network visualization that showed different textual co-occurrences of names in the bible (see Fig. 2) and linked it to on their Bible Sociometrics blog. This blogpost was subsequently picked up by different feed aggregators and received a highly ranked position. This prompted many more users to visit the original visualization on our site. A number of these users also interested in bible metrics then started uploading their own bible related datasets, and used these to create new visualizations, many of which were posted on different bible related blogs.

Our registered users range from scientists to mid level managers and self-proclaimed data geeks to sports fans. 625 of these have personally uploaded data, 425 have created a visualization and 113 have left comments on Many Eyes. Some of these visualizations quickly identified incorrect data points, even in datasets that came from respected government institutions.

Users have been in touch with us with a series of requests for new features. Visualization creators, for instance, would like to have a wider variety of maps on the site while bloggers would like to be able to embed interactive visualizations on their blogs. Visualization builders would like to add new visualization techniques to the site. Overall, feedback about Many Eyes has been positive and the variety of visualization applications—from playful gaming to serious data analysis—seems to attest to the value of the site to different users.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have described the Many Eyes web site, which provides a set of visualization creation and publishing tools to a large potential audience. The architecture of a site that aims to be useable by millions is nontrivial, and we have discussed the many choices and tradeoffs in the current design. In some cases these design choices involve simplifications to or reordering of the standard visualization pipeline—allowing data transformation in the context of creating a visualization, for instance. We also have described how flexible collaborative capabilities are woven into all of the visualization components, as in our selection and bookmarking model. Finally, we have described how the site exists as part of a social ecosystem, with discussions on blogs providing a significant amount of attention and activity surrounding Many Eyes.

Future work will focus on three main areas. First, the site could offer an API so that third-party developers and researchers could test their own offerings. Tests could consist of simply putting new components up and watching whether they are used, or could use more sophisticated methods. For instance, in the graph visualization component users may rearrange the graph layout—and they frequently do. Would it make sense to look at these human-created layouts to deduce implicit aesthetic criteria? Such approaches seem promising, and point to the research benefits of a broadly available visualization site with a large user base.

Finally, it may make sense to use Many Eyes as a platform for rapid user testing of new visualization techniques. Conceivably the site could offer an API so that third-party developers and researchers could test their own offerings. Tests could consist of simply putting new components up and watching whether they are used, or could use more sophisticated methods. For instance, in the graph visualization component users may rearrange the graph layout—and they frequently do. Would it make sense to look at these human-created layouts to deduce implicit aesthetic criteria? Such approaches seem promising, and point to the research benefits of a broadly available visualization site with a large user base.
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